
Big Rocks 

We all have ‘big rocks’, they are the things in your world that are the most important the areas that are not negotiable.   

Imagine a jar, now fill it with sand, squish in a few pepples and you’ve now got no room for your big rocks. 

Now looking at the same jar add your big rocks, next your pepples and finally add the sand to fill in any gaps.   

Two  very different outcomes, your big rocks have been prioritize with your pepples finding a place also, lastly the sand was there 

to fill in the gaps.  

What has this got to do with anything? 

  

Well now think of it like this 

Big rocks = priorities in life really meaningful stuff, warm and fuzzy 

Loved ones 

Charity work 

Training 

Business  

  

Pepples = things you have to do or want to do but aren’t priority  

Work 

Finish a project 

Watch your child’s football or basketball game 

Finish that book you’re reading 

  

Sand = everything else 

Bing watching a Netflix episode 

Scrolling through your Facebook newsfeed 

Watching the latest cat YouTube videos 

  

You see what I’m getting at?  These will change for everyone and there is no right or wrong answer to this but remember in order to 

get your big rocks in you need to schedule them and make them a priority as these are what will make the biggest difference to 

your wellbeing, tool box and happiness  

Big rocks works sheet 
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So now you know about big rocks its time to start thinking about how you are going to 

ensure you manage them. 

 

Like most things you if schedule a time and make it a priority it will get done, here are a 

few tips to help. 

 

• Lock it in!  Put a date and time next to task 

 

• Not negotiable!  Unless the house is burning down or you have to take someone to the 

hospital the time you’ve locked in  needs to not negotiable 

 

• Have everything that you need ready to go  

 

• Talk – it’s a great idea to sit around the table either once a week or after dinner and talk 

about you ‘big rocks’ so that everyone in the house understands it’s importance and 

knows not to interrupt you during that locked in time. 

 

They don’t always have to be tasks or big things, it could be as simple as sitting in the bath 

for 30 minutes, by having the conversation with the house hold they know how important 

this time is for you and allow you the time you need. 
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